Kurhaus Cademario
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Relax above the clouds

Kurhaus Cademario Hotel & Spa is a place to rediscover passions, where guests can experience
outdoor activities and excursions, have a break and relax.
On a hill, surrounded by nature, there’s an historic building overlooking the region, silent and unique.
For over a century, Kurhaus Cademario has been the perfect place for those looking for a vacation
dedicated to wellbeing.
Overlooking Lake Ceresio, it enjoys a privileged position: sunny, south-facing, free from fog
andprotected from cold winds. Originally founded as an exclusive care home, the property boasts

a 24,000sq ft spa area with a sauna, indoor and outdoor heated pools, and treatments that immerse
guests in total relaxation.
The DOT Spa is located at a strategic point of extraordinary energy intensity and strength.
To amplify these same positive influences, the area was designed to leverage and integrate the five
geomantic elements that rule the Earth: water, wood, fire, earth, and metal. DOT.Spa’s philosophy
is encapsulated in its cosmetics line, which combines the perfection of natural cosmetology with
respect for the environment.
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The rooms provide every imaginable comfort:
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